Role of Disorder in the Extent of Interchain Delocalization and Polaron Generation in Polythiophene Crystalline Domains.
To understand how disorder within conjugated polymer aggregates influences the polaron generation process, we investigated poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and a congeneric random copolymer incorporating 33 mol % substituent-free thiophene units (RP33). Steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectra showed that increasing the intrachain torsional disorder in aggregates increases the energy and breadth of the density of states (DOS). By extracting polaron dynamics in the transient absorption spectra, we found that an activation energy barrier of 0.05 eV is imposed on the charge separation process in P3HT, whereas that in RP33 is essentially barrierless. We also found that a significant amount of excitons in P3HT are deactivated by traps, while no trapped excitons are generated in RP33. This efficient polaron generation in RP33 was attributed to the excess energy and enhanced interchain delocalization of precursor states provided by the intrachain torsional disorder and the close-packing structure in the absence of hexyl substituents.